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February 19, 2019 

Divine Style 

Joining Your Team!  

Dear Divine Style: 

I am writing to express my enthusiastic interest in joining your team. I am currently an Independent 

Designer with KEEP Collective and Social Learning Manager at a nonprofit organization.  My 

background is unique, and perhaps somewhat surprising to you for this position, but within it lies a 

great deal of personal and professional growth and a realization of my true passion.  

 

From a very young age, I have had an unyielding appetite for style and fashion. This passion has 

stayed with me as I continued to find professional success in my “day” job within the field of 

education. Beginning as a classroom teacher and progressing into school leadership I saw much 

success and learned a great deal through my experiences. However, I was never able to truly fulfill 

my inner desire to tap into my more creative side. It wasn’t until quite recently that I took a great leap 

of faith; I left my job in education for the corporate world. At the same time, I became an 

Independent Designer with KEEP Collective, a part of the Stella & Dot Family of Brands. It was at 

this point that my life was impacted way beyond my wildest expectations. It was evident right from 

the beginning that I was joining a brand full of life, passion, and celebration. My own passion for 

style and people, combined with my experience in social learning and marketing, collaboration, 

leadership development, and community engagement make this position an ideal fit.   

 

I would like to continue my work in the fashion industry in a full-time capacity. I am able to multi-

task in a fast-paced environment, display exceptional organization and attention to detail, positively 

impact the customer experience, and a put a strong emphasis on results-oriented success. Most 

importantly, I feel that my enthusiasm and work ethic would guide me to ensure success with your 

team. I am a firm believer in the importance of building positive relationships and partnerships to 

promote the overall success of a corporation. I enjoy collaborating with others to work toward 

building programs and initiatives that align with organizational goals and vision.  

 

Thank you in advance for the opportunity to speak with you in the future regarding my continued 

career aspirations.  

 

Sincerely, 

Katy Garvey 
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